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Particle Tracking
Trajectory and vertex finding in tracking detectors

4
Slice of the CMS detector



Particle Tracking
Trajectory and vertex finding in tracking detectors
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• Aim to find trajectories of charged particles 
(and thus their kinematic properties) as 
efficiently as possible 

• Cluster trajectories from common vertices 
(and find those) 

• If possible, first particle identification 

• Avoid: fake/ghost trajectories, duplicates, …

Slice of the CMS detector



Particle Tracking
Complexity with increasing pile-up
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LHC Run-1, <µ> ~ 5 LHC Run-2, <µ> ~ 20 HL-LHC, <µ> ~ 200 FCC-hh (25ns) <µ> ~ 1000

Hits from one particle Fraction of hits of a <µ>~200 event 



Particle Tracking
A combinatorial / computational challenge
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LHC Run-1, <µ> ~ 5 LHC Run-2, <µ> ~ 20 HL-LHC, <µ> ~ 200 FCC-hh (25ns) <µ> ~ 1000

<µ>

CPU
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The Challenge
The TrackML detector - Innermost Pixel System

4 barrel-layer central pixel system 
7 EC discs (both sides) 
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The Challenge
The TrackML detector - Short Strip System

4 barrel-layer central strip system 
6 EC discs (both sides) 
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The Challenge
The TrackML detector - Long Strip System
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The Challenge
A TrackML event

Signal event: top quark pair production 
Overlaid pile-up: <µ> = 200 

      tsaSimulated with fast track simulation 

pT [GeV]

10k particles, 100k hits / event
 Link to [ repository ]      tsa

https://github.com/acts-project/acts
https://github.com/acts-project/acts
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The Challenge
A TrackML event
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Quasi-realistic resolution 
- Using geometric digitisation approach 
- Non-gaussian hit residuals

      tsaSimulated with fast track simulation 

 Link to [ repository ]      tsa

https://github.com/acts-project/acts
https://github.com/acts-project/acts
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The Challenge
A TrackML event - The Dataset

ch0

ch1

hits

cells/details

truth
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The Challenge
A TrackML event - A solution

5

272

982

1231

8771

track 1

hit_id track_id

1 5 1

2 272 1

3 982 1

4 1231 1

5 18771 1

labelled set of hits

solution.csv



Submission
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5

272

982

1231

8771

solution.csv

+ scoring

participant A

hit_id track_id

1 5 1

2 272 1

3 982 1

4 1231 1

5 18771 1
track 1

And scoring
platform

score = ∑
events

∑
tracks

wtrack ∑
hits

wmatched
hit

pT [GeV]

w
_
t
r
a
c
k

1.0

0.2

0.5 3.0

highest weight, to favour closest-to-vertex hits

high weight, to favour track completeness

low weight, intermediate hit

zero weight when unmatched with truth

high weight, to favour close-to-vertex hits



Winning
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solution.csv

1. crazytrackers     0.89 
2. houghmods         0.877 
3. monsieurtraject   0.86 
4. 4fcc              0.772

solution.csv

solution.csv

solution.csv

participant A

participant B

participant C

participant D

1.

2. 3.$12000

$8000
$5000

jury for 
special prices

Online leaderboard

+ scoring

platform



Accuracy Challenge

Apr 13, 2018 Aug 14, 2018

Phase 1
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score of the the starter kit 
(DBScan)

At final date:

0.92

Phase 1 - Score Evolution
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Phase 1 - Final Leaderboard
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Phase 1          Top Quarks  

1.

Algorithm

• Select promising pairs
● 7 million / 0.99

• Extend pairs to triples
● 12 million / 0.97

• Extend triples to tracks
● 12 million / 0.95

• Add duplicate hits to tracks
● 12 million / 0.96

• Assign hits to tracks
● 90% of hits / 0.92

Main steps

Summary

• Mostly 3d geometry

• Logistic regression for track candidate 

pruning

• Complex approach - many di6erent ideas 

and algorithms
● Not very standard Kaggle approach

• Pure C++, some scikit-learn for training

• Final model reached 0.92 score

Summary

• Mostly 3d geometry

• Logistic regression for track candidate 

pruning

• Complex approach - many di6erent ideas 

and algorithms
● Not very standard Kaggle approach

• Pure C++, some scikit-learn for training

• Final model reached 0.92 score
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Author Johan S. Wind
<Wall time>/evt 7m 17s
Peak memory 2.78 Gb

HEP



Phase 1          Outrunner2.

• ML approach using python & keras 
- event with N hits 
- predict N x N relationships between hits,  

connect pairs when  their probability is 1 

• Training 
- 5 hidden layers with 4k - 2k - 2k - 1k nodes 
- 27 input features 

• Prediction & Reconstruction 
- predict pairwise relationship probability 
- finding highest probability pair & add pairwise 

Figure 6: An example of merge priority determination

Figure 4: Seeds (large circles) on the xy plane and their corresponding candidates (matching colors). It is obvious that the seeds are in one orbit.

Figure 5: The diameter of each hit is proportional to the sum of the predicted probabilities of the nine true hits (red).

Here is a reference kernel.

I call this process an endless loop, which is far from my original idea. Still, I was very happy when my accuracy exceeded 0.9.

What is the running time of training and predicting the winning plan?

You know, my training data has 5k events, and I have to do a difficult negative example mining. For each test event, I had to predict 100k*100k pairs,
rebuild 100k tracks (actually 800k+ in the winning solution), merge them and extend them to 10k tracks. So the running time is an astronomical number. It
can take several months to do this work again on a single computer.

After the game

Is DL suitable for this theme?

University and a master's degree in speech signal processing at Tsinghua University in Taiwan, China.

In this competition, kaggle entrants were asked to create an algorithm that quickly reconstructed the particle trajectory from the 3D points left on the
silicon detector. This is part of the two-stage challenge of this competition. During the accuracy adjustment phase from May 20 to August 13, 2018, only
the highest score is considered, regardless of the running time required for the assessment. The second phase is the formal NIPS competition, which
focuses on the balance between accuracy and algorithm speed.

After the results of the competition were released, Kaggle Team conducted an interview with Pei-Lien Chou.

Basic knowledge 

What is your background before attending this competition? 

I have a Bachelor of Science in Mathematics and a Master of Science in Electrical Engineering. Since last year, I have been an engineer with deep image-
based learning.

How did you start to participate in the game on kaggle?

About 1.5 years ago, I joined Kaggle to practice deep learning, which helped me a lot. I entered the top 1% in the first game and won in the next game. It’s
exciting to participate in the kaggle competition.

What prompted you to participate in this competition?

At first I didn't notice the game because it was not image based, although I tried some point cloud methods in this game. But when I realized that the
organizers were the CERN, the ones who made the black holes, I did not hesitate to join.

Related technology

What is your method?

My approach starts with a simple idea. I want to build a model that maps all the orbits (model outputs) of each event to the detector (model input), just as
we did with DL to solve other problems.

If there are N hits in an event (usually N is around 100k), the output can be easily represented by an NxN matrix, if i and j are on the same track, then
Mij=1, otherwise 0. But the model is too big, so I divided it into the smallest unit: enter two clicks and output their relationship (Figure 1). Unlike real
"join point" games that only connect adjacent points, for the sake of robustness, I connect all points that belong to the same track. At this point, I am ready
to participate in this competition.

How do you do it?

First, I used the hit position (x, y, z) as input, and with 10 items of training, it is easy to get 99% accuracy. But I soon discovered that this was not enough
to rebuild the track. The problem is that even with an error rate of 0.01, for a given hit, the number of negative pairs can reach 0.01*100k = 1000, while
the actual number of negative pairs is around 10 (the true average length of the orbit). But in order to score, we need real data and more than 50% of the
models overlap.

What to do next?

The first time I tried to run on my own computer, I got a score of 0.2, which is the same as the public kernel at the time. I guess maybe I can win with 0.6,
and I hope that it can be done by my method. God knows!

How did you get better predictions?

I tried a lot of methods, and my progress has greatly exceeded my expectations.

● Use larger models and more training data.

There are 5 hidden layer MLPs with 4k-2k-2k-2k-2k-1k neurons, a total of 3 groups, 5,310 events, approximately 2.4 billion positive pairs and more
negative pairs.

●Select better features

A pair of 27 features: x, y, z, count(cell), sum(cell.value), two unit vectors from the neural unit, used to estimate the direction of the hit and the random

21

Author Pei-Lien Chou

<Wall time>/evt ~1 day

HEP



Phase 1          Outrunner2.

• ML approach using python & keras 
- event with N hits 
- predict N x N relationships between hits,  

connect pairs when  their probability is 1 

• Training 
- 5 hidden layers with 4k - 2k - 2k - 1k nodes 
- 27 input features 

• Prediction & Reconstruction 
- predict pairwise relationship probability 
- finding highest probability pair & add pairwise 
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University and a master's degree in speech signal processing at Tsinghua University in Taiwan, China.

In this competition, kaggle entrants were asked to create an algorithm that quickly reconstructed the particle trajectory from the 3D points left on the
silicon detector. This is part of the two-stage challenge of this competition. During the accuracy adjustment phase from May 20 to August 13, 2018, only
the highest score is considered, regardless of the running time required for the assessment. The second phase is the formal NIPS competition, which
focuses on the balance between accuracy and algorithm speed.

After the results of the competition were released, Kaggle Team conducted an interview with Pei-Lien Chou.

Basic knowledge 

What is your background before attending this competition? 

I have a Bachelor of Science in Mathematics and a Master of Science in Electrical Engineering. Since last year, I have been an engineer with deep image-
based learning.

How did you start to participate in the game on kaggle?

About 1.5 years ago, I joined Kaggle to practice deep learning, which helped me a lot. I entered the top 1% in the first game and won in the next game. It’s
exciting to participate in the kaggle competition.

What prompted you to participate in this competition?

At first I didn't notice the game because it was not image based, although I tried some point cloud methods in this game. But when I realized that the
organizers were the CERN, the ones who made the black holes, I did not hesitate to join.

Related technology

What is your method?

My approach starts with a simple idea. I want to build a model that maps all the orbits (model outputs) of each event to the detector (model input), just as
we did with DL to solve other problems.

If there are N hits in an event (usually N is around 100k), the output can be easily represented by an NxN matrix, if i and j are on the same track, then
Mij=1, otherwise 0. But the model is too big, so I divided it into the smallest unit: enter two clicks and output their relationship (Figure 1). Unlike real
"join point" games that only connect adjacent points, for the sake of robustness, I connect all points that belong to the same track. At this point, I am ready
to participate in this competition.

How do you do it?

First, I used the hit position (x, y, z) as input, and with 10 items of training, it is easy to get 99% accuracy. But I soon discovered that this was not enough
to rebuild the track. The problem is that even with an error rate of 0.01, for a given hit, the number of negative pairs can reach 0.01*100k = 1000, while
the actual number of negative pairs is around 10 (the true average length of the orbit). But in order to score, we need real data and more than 50% of the
models overlap.

What to do next?

The first time I tried to run on my own computer, I got a score of 0.2, which is the same as the public kernel at the time. I guess maybe I can win with 0.6,
and I hope that it can be done by my method. God knows!

How did you get better predictions?

I tried a lot of methods, and my progress has greatly exceeded my expectations.

● Use larger models and more training data.

There are 5 hidden layer MLPs with 4k-2k-2k-2k-2k-1k neurons, a total of 3 groups, 5,310 events, approximately 2.4 billion positive pairs and more
negative pairs.

●Select better features

A pair of 27 features: x, y, z, count(cell), sum(cell.value), two unit vectors from the neural unit, used to estimate the direction of the hit and the random
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Author Pei-Lien Chou

<Wall time>/evt ~1 day

HEP



Phase 1          Sergey Gorbunov
• Combinatorial approach based on  

track following 

• No search branches 

• Simple track model (Helix)

3.
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Author [ Sergey Gorbunov ]

<Wall time>/evt ~1.2 mins

HEP

mailto:sergey.gorbunov@cern.ch


Phase 1          Jury Prizes3.

03/14/19
TrackML Challenge, ACAT19, J.-R. Vlimant

18

Final Leaderboard

In the money

Jury pick

https://www.kaggle.com/c/trackml-particle-identification/leaderboard 

Jury pick

Jury pick

Yuval Reina & Trian Xylouris 
Marginalized Hough transform with 
machine learning classifier

Jean-Francois Puget (kaggle grandmaster) 
DBScan clustering with iterative 
Hough transform

Innovation prize

Clustering prize

Deep Learning prize
Nicole & Liam Finnie 
DBScan seeding and LSTM track 
Building

Diogo R. Ferreira 
Innovative pattern matching

Organizer’s pick

Jury pick

24



Phase 1          DL Prize3.

25

28 Authors Suppressed Due to Excessive Length

Fig. 20 Schematic representation of the steps of algorithm selected by the jury for its use of deep
learning and recurrent network. Left : seeding is performed using DBSCAN. Middle : a recurrent
model is trained and used to predict the positions of the next hits. Right : kNN-tree algorithm is
used to find the closest matching hits.

Fig. 21 Diagram of the recurrent neural network architecture used by the jury deep learning prize
algorithm. A set of 5 hit quadruplets followed by 5 blank coordinates are presented in input to the
model which produces in total 10 hit position quadruplets, that last five of which are used to look for
matching hits in the detector. The model is a dual stacked LSTM with a dense model transforming
the hidden representation into the space of hit position quadruplets.

left plot of figure 13), regardless of the poor score overall (rank hundredth). The
solution (https://github.com/diogo�/trackml-100) uses a pattern matching algorithm
also found in actual LHC trigger implementations that can be found in [25] and is
based on the assumption that the training dataset contains all possible track pattern
that can be observed in the detector during collisions. The algorithm written in
Python has the following two main steps.

1. Route data-banks building: from the observation that tracks are seldom sharing
the ordered sequence of modules that are crossed, a set of routes are constructed

KNN-treeRecurrent NN

28 Authors Suppressed Due to Excessive Length

Fig. 20 Schematic representation of the steps of algorithm selected by the jury for its use of deep
learning and recurrent network. Left : seeding is performed using DBSCAN. Middle : a recurrent
model is trained and used to predict the positions of the next hits. Right : kNN-tree algorithm is
used to find the closest matching hits.

Fig. 21 Diagram of the recurrent neural network architecture used by the jury deep learning prize
algorithm. A set of 5 hit quadruplets followed by 5 blank coordinates are presented in input to the
model which produces in total 10 hit position quadruplets, that last five of which are used to look for
matching hits in the detector. The model is a dual stacked LSTM with a dense model transforming
the hidden representation into the space of hit position quadruplets.

left plot of figure 13), regardless of the poor score overall (rank hundredth). The
solution (https://github.com/diogo�/trackml-100) uses a pattern matching algorithm
also found in actual LHC trigger implementations that can be found in [25] and is
based on the assumption that the training dataset contains all possible track pattern
that can be observed in the detector during collisions. The algorithm written in
Python has the following two main steps.

1. Route data-banks building: from the observation that tracks are seldom sharing
the ordered sequence of modules that are crossed, a set of routes are constructed

The Tracking Machine Learning challenge : Accuracy phase 27

5.1.6 Jury Deep Learning Prize : finnies

Nicole and Liam Finnie are software engineers in Germany.

The jury has selected this solution (https://github.com/jliamfinnie/kaggle-trackml)
for the use of recurrent artificial neural network (RNN), using long short term mem-
ory cells [21] (LSTM) also used in [19]. The DBSCAN algorithm reference in 5.1.5
is used to cluster hits in inner-most layers of the detector in order to produce tracklets
seeds. The recurrent network is used in place of a propagator to find the potential
position of hits on subsequent layers of the detector.

The team that ranked twelth in the challlenge also came up with the following
algorithm implemented in python using keras [14] and Tensorflow [2]. It proceeds
as follows and as depicted in fig 20

1. Seeding: hits from all layers are considered in polar coordinates and clustered
using the DBSCAN algorithm [18]. Each track candidate is truncated to the first
5 hits to produce a tracklet seed. The purity of the collection of seeds is improved
using outliers rejection.

2. Path Prediction: from the observation that tracks are mostly straight lines in the
coordinate systems (�, r) and (r, z), the (�, r, z, z/r) is chosen for track following.
A recurrent unit is constructed (see figure 21) with one hit position in input, and
one hit position in output. It is ran along the 5 hits of the seed, and unrolled
for 5 more iterations using zero-ed input to predict the position of the next 5
hits. Multiple architectures for the recurrent model are implemented and trained
separately. They are ensembled with averaging to provide the final prediction of
the path of the charged particle in the detector.

3. Hit association: the k-D tree [6] is built using all hits of the events in the
quadruplet space to e�ciently find hits that are the closest to the path prediction,
based on the Manhattan distance.

Multiple architecture of the recurrent model are investigated, the training of the
models is quite prohibitive to allow for a full optimization. Computationally more
economical recurrent cells such as gated recurrent units (GRU) could be used to
make this training faster without a-priory loss of predictability. This approach uses
RNNs for track following and used the starting kit (see section 2.7) to quickly get
a set of good seeds. The algorithmic performance depends strongly on the seeding
mechanism and could therefore be largely improved. By design, this algorithm can
only provide track candidates with ten hits. Variations of the model architecture and
training could allow for shorter and longer tracks to be found.

5.1.7 Organizer’s Pick : diogo

Diogo R. Ferreira is a professor/researcher at the University of Lisbon, focusing on

data science and nuclear fusion.

As discussed in section 4, one of the solutions drew the attention of the organizer as
it performed quite uniquely well for track with large impact parameters (see bottom

5 sets of hit quadruplets

10 output sets of hit quadruplets

Seeding
DBScan

FittingInference & Assembling
28 Authors Suppressed Due to Excessive Length

Fig. 20 Schematic representation of the steps of algorithm selected by the jury for its use of deep
learning and recurrent network. Left : seeding is performed using DBSCAN. Middle : a recurrent
model is trained and used to predict the positions of the next hits. Right : kNN-tree algorithm is
used to find the closest matching hits.

Fig. 21 Diagram of the recurrent neural network architecture used by the jury deep learning prize
algorithm. A set of 5 hit quadruplets followed by 5 blank coordinates are presented in input to the
model which produces in total 10 hit position quadruplets, that last five of which are used to look for
matching hits in the detector. The model is a dual stacked LSTM with a dense model transforming
the hidden representation into the space of hit position quadruplets.

left plot of figure 13), regardless of the poor score overall (rank hundredth). The
solution (https://github.com/diogo�/trackml-100) uses a pattern matching algorithm
also found in actual LHC trigger implementations that can be found in [25] and is
based on the assumption that the training dataset contains all possible track pattern
that can be observed in the detector during collisions. The algorithm written in
Python has the following two main steps.

1. Route data-banks building: from the observation that tracks are seldom sharing
the ordered sequence of modules that are crossed, a set of routes are constructed

HEP

Authors L. & N. Finnie



Phase 1 Aftermath - Score Stability
The Tracking Machine Learning challenge : Accuracy phase 17

Fig. 12 Boxplot distribution of the best candidates and number 20, 50, 100, and starting kit. The
boxplots display the quartiles and extrema of the algorithm scores on the 125 test events. A clear
separation between the candidates is seen, validating the ranking.

the numbers can be slightly higher than those displayed on Fig. 11 and 12. To put some
perspective, to the 13 leaders have been added the contribution of number 20, 50,
100 and of the DBSCAN starting kit introduced in Section 2.7 (500 is representative
of the ranking it would have achieved in the competition). The better the ranking, the
higher and flatter is the e�ciency distribution according to all variables, validating
the choice of the scoring variable (see Section 2.4). One interesting exception is
the candidate ranked 100, diogo, who achieves a very high e�ciency (the best one)
at large radius (see Section 5.1.7). Those distributions have to be compared to the
underlying probability density functions of the particles, which are indicated on
Fig. 5. It is necessary for an algorithm to be performing well where the bulk of the
particles are.

An important algorithmic quality criterion is the ability to distinguish particles
close to each other. If a particle is created close to the axes origin, the � and
⌘ coordinates described in section 2.1 can be used to describe its direction of
propagation. The angular distance �R between two such particles separated by
angles �� and �⌘ can then be defined by:

�R =
q
��2 + �⌘2

For each particle, this distance is computed with respect to its nearest neighbour in
the ��⌘ plane; Particles of opposite charge sign (which bend in di�erent directions)
can be separated more e�ciently, so the distance is also computed for the nearest
neighbour of the same charge and of the opposite sign charge. It is also relevant to
ensure that the two particles were created close to each other, and a selection can be

Score quartiles/extrema of submitted solutions.

Score is excellent measure of performance.

26



Phase 1 Aftermath - Tracking Efficiency
High score means High tracking efficiency

27

03/14/19
TrackML Challenge, ACAT19, J.-R. Vlimant

20

Physics Performance

Highest score correlates well with the tracking efficiency



03/14/19
TrackML Challenge, ACAT19, J.-R. Vlimant
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Track Type

● Good track and particle purities above 50% (goes into the score)
● Split particle purity below 50%, track purity above 50%
● Multiple Particle purity above 50%, but track purity below 50%
● Bad Both below 50%

Good: track and particle purities above 50% (goes into the score)  
Split: particle purity below 50%, track purity above 50% 
Multiple: particle purity above 50%, but track purity below 50%  
Bad: both below 50%

Phase 1 Aftermath - Track classes



Phase 1 Aftermath - Score correlations
High score means High tracking efficiency

292

Accuracy dendrogram

HEP ML, David Rousseau, 21st March 2019,  IPa, Paris-Saclay

Laurent Basara

Remember those 
for Phase 2

NN solution 
is quite far apart 
from others



Accuracy & Speed Challenge

Sep 07, 2018 Nov 12, 2018

Phase 2

30



Phase 2 - Modifications
Score built from two components + restricted to primary particles only

31



Phase 2 - Modifications
Runtime control

event(s) are loaded in memory 

API to callstart

stop

User executable

solution

VM 2 cores, 4 Gb memory

32



Phase 2 - Score Evolution
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Phase 2 - Final Score Map
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03/14/19
TrackML Challenge, ACAT19, J.-R. Vlimant

28

Time – Accuracy Decomposition

Incidentally, best solutions are also best accuracy and best timing.
Software will be submitted and analyzed in the coming weeks.

Correlation accuracy / speed

Fastest solution are  
in general also the most 
accurate one!



Phase 2 - Final Leaderboard

35

Only 7 teams 
made the cut!



Phase 2          Sergey Gorbunov  

1.

36

• “Mikado” algorithm 
- Based on 3rd solution of Phase 1 

• Modifications 
- Runs iteratively in 80 passes with hit removal 
- Search branches are enabled 
- Parameters for each pass optimised 

(semi-automated):  
       O(10k) parameters optimized 

• High Accuracy  
- Reaching 0.944 (primary particles only) Author [ Sergey Gorbunov ]

<Wall time>/evt 0.56s
Peak memory 0.1 Gb 

HEP



Phase 2          FASTrack2.

37
+ OpenMP

Author [ Sergey Gorbunov ]
<Wall time>/evt 1.1 s
Peak memory 0.6 Gb 

• Iterative algorithm 
- Based on 4th solution of Phase 1 

• Algorithm outline 
- using measurement shapes to predict track inclination 
- segment based track following 

- Using connection graph pre-built from Detector.csv 
- Run Cellular Automaton (CA), OpenMP parallelized 
- Candidate building: graph traversal with applied KF 
- Combinatorial kalman filtering 

• High Accuracy  
- Reaching 0.944 (primary particles only)

Iteratively done 3 times 
with hit removal

HEP



• Partly reused concept 
- Based on winning solution of Phase 1 

- Achieved accuracy: 0.93 

sorted in voxels 

organised in  
direct acyclic graphs  

(DAG)

Phase 2          Cloud kitchen3.

38

hits 

DAGs are used to 
fast navigate through 
voxel space

graph set

graph set

pre-trained on  
~25 events ground truth

η − ϕ

±z

NN3

Doublet finder

Triplet finder

Threaded

NN3

NN1 NN2

Author [ Marcel Kunze ]
<Wall time>/evt ~7 s
Peak memory 0.79 Gb

HEP

mailto:marcel.kunze@uni-heidelberg.de


Key Lessons
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Phase 2Phase 1
• Huge interest in/outside community 

- Reputation of kaggle platform helped 

• Worth investing in a good score 
- Solution ranking reflects physics performance 

• HEP code is/remains competitive  
- Alternative solutions become powerful 

• Domain knowledge does help 

• Entry barrier was (too) high 
- Predefined API makes it more restrict 
- Less known/prominent coda lab platform 

• HEP code is currently the best option  
- Can still be improved (is ongoing) 

• Alternative solutions  lack ~1 order 
of magnitude in CPU behind 

- Worth watching, and certainly not everything was 
tried 
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Dataset used in many R&D projects

 Slide from [ IPA, Oct 19-25, 2019 ]

https://github.com/https://indico.cern.ch/event/847626/-project/acts
https://github.com/https://indico.cern.ch/event/847626/-project/acts
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Dataset used in many R&D projects

 Slide from [ IPA, Oct 19-25, 2019 ]

Detector being evolved into an 
Open Data Detector project

 More information: [ CHEP2018 ] [ CTD2019 ]

https://github.com/https://indico.cern.ch/event/847626/-project/acts
https://github.com/https://indico.cern.ch/event/847626/-project/acts
https://indico.cern.ch/event/587955/contributions/3012710/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/742793/contributions/3291192/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/587955/contributions/3012710/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/742793/contributions/3291192/
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Dataset used in many R&D projects

 Slide from [ IPA, Oct 19-25, 2019 ]

Detector being evolved into an 
Open Data Detector project

 More information: [ CHEP2018 ] [ CTD2019 ]

Community

- Competition track at [ NeurIPS2018 ]  
- [ TrackML Grand Finale ], CERN, 2019 
- [ IPA Workshop ], Paris, 2019 
- Conference talks, seminars, etc.

https://github.com/https://indico.cern.ch/event/847626/-project/acts
https://github.com/https://indico.cern.ch/event/847626/-project/acts
https://indico.cern.ch/event/587955/contributions/3012710/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/742793/contributions/3291192/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/587955/contributions/3012710/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/742793/contributions/3291192/
https://nips.cc/Conferences/2018/CompetitionTrack
https://indico.cern.ch/event/813759/timetable/#20190701.detailed
https://indico.cern.ch/event/847626/
https://nips.cc/Conferences/2018/CompetitionTrack
https://indico.cern.ch/event/813759/timetable/#20190701.detailed
https://indico.cern.ch/event/847626/
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• TrackML project started with an idea in 2015  
- Based on experience of the HiggsML challenge 
- Took some 2-3 years in making, performed through 2018 
- Ran very successfully 

• Huge resonance inside/outside the field 
- Connected DS/ML and HEP Tracking community 
- Would we have liked to see more ML ? Probably. 

• Spin-offs will remain 
- Dataset is still at great use in R&D projects 
- Open Data Detector to come for refined development/testing



Backup Material

@trackmllhc

https://sites.google.com/site/trackmlparticle/

trackml.contact@gmail.com

https://www.kaggle.com/c/trackml-particle-identification

https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/20112

https://sites.google.com/site/trackmlparticle/
https://sites.google.com/site/trackmlparticle/
mailto:trackml.contact@gmail.com
mailto:trackml.contact@gmail.com
https://www.kaggle.com/c/trackml-particle-identification
https://www.kaggle.com/c/trackml-particle-identification
https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/20112
https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/20112
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•Algorithm outline 

- First step is a route data bank building  
Geometry identifier (module, layer, volume)  
used to pre-build route patterns, 
route is a sequence of modules 

assuming training set contains all possible patterns 

- Second step is hit matching 
searching through all possible routes and check 
 if you have hits on each module 
this defines a track candidate

The Tracking Machine Learning challenge : Accuracy phase 29

from unique sequence of modules of the detector. A route consists of a sequence
of module id and the expected position of the hit on the model. In the case of
multiple tracks having the same sequence of module in the training data set, the
prediction is made from the averaged positions. The weights of hits provided in
the training data set are used in the averaging of hit position with a route, so as to
favor the higher score.

2. Hit matching: routes that have at least one hit on each of its modules are used to
build track candidates. In case of a candidate hit shared by multiple routes, the hit
is assigned to the track candidate with the smallest average distance to the route
predicted positions.

This pattern matching algorithm performs poorly for tracks originating close to
the beam line probably because of the initial assumption is incorrect for these type
of tracks. This can be explained by the fact that a route is covering a non negligible
finite volume in the space of possible tracks, and the density of track parameters
along a route is too high and leads to ambiguities. It however functions rather well
for tracks created at secondary vertex (see section 4 for more details), likely because
the density in the track parameter space is much lower, leading to unambiguous hit
association within a nevertheless ambiguous route.

route

particle hits particle hits

particle hits

posi tion position
posi tion

particles

detector detector detector

Fig. 22 Schematic representation of the route used in the algorithm of the "Organizer’s pick". The
route is precomputed from the positions of hits from tracks sharing the same sequence of traversed
modules of the detector. Track candidates are produced by selecting the list of hits that are the
closest to the predefined route.

5.2 Lessons Learned

It is not too surprising to find among the top ranking and winning solutions, algo-
rithm highly inspired from the seeding, track following, track selection three-stages
approach implemented in the current charged particle tracking algorithms. The vari-
ations on this baseline approach are however interesting for future development of
tracking algorithms.

HEP


